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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The description is directed generally to access control in distributed systems and in particular to a computer-
implemented method, computer system, and computer program product for optimization of evaluation of a policy spec-
ification.

Background

[0002] Access control mechanisms may apply (possibly user-defined) policies to determine who is allowed to access
which resources in what manner. Access control mechanisms are widely applied in distributed systems such as (possibly
SOA-based) web services.
[0003] Different languages exist for specifying policies. One of said programming and/or modeling language is the
eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML). XACML is an XML-based language standardized by OASIS in
2003. XACML has been widely supported by a plurality of platform vendors and extensively used in a variety of appli-
cations.
[0004] Evaluation engines may be implemented to enforce a policy. One example is Sun XACML PDP, which is an
implementation of XACML evaluation engines. Sun XACML PDP is widely deployed for web services and/or web appli-
cations, in particular Java-based applications.
[0005] In order to evaluate a request to a resource protected by a policy, the Sun XACML PDP may perform a linear
searching by comparing the request with one or more or even all rules in the policy sequentially. Consequently, when
modeling the policy as a tree, the Sun XACML PDP may perform a depth first search (i.e. a search by applying a depth
first traverse) to find the proper rule to evaluate the policy according to the request. Thus, for a certain group of requests,
if more rules in the last part of the policy are evaluated, a performance of the evaluation engine may be low.
[0006] Accordingly, there is a need to improve the performance of policy evaluation including policy decision making
and enforcement and hence to optimize policy evaluation with regard to computing time and/or space.

Summary

[0007] According to one general aspect, a computer-implemented method according to claim 1 for optimization of
evaluation of a policy specification is provided. The method may comprise:

receiving the policy specification represented as a tree, the tree comprising a plurality of nodes;
determining a visiting history of the tree, wherein the visiting history is determined by computing a density at least
for each node in a subset of the plurality of nodes having been visited (in the past during previous access requests
to resources protected by the policy specification), wherein the density is determined by a relationship between a
position of a node in the tree and a frequency in which the node is visited;
transforming the tree with respect to the visiting history into a similar tree such that sibling nodes in the subset of
the plurality of nodes are sorted in decreasing order according to their density.

[0008] A policy specification may be represented by a (ordered) tree. In order to evaluate the policy specification
against a request for access to a protected resource, the tree may by traversed using a depth first traverse in order to
search one or more applicable rules. Furthermore, it may be the case that specific rules are more frequently visited
during policy evaluation than other rules of the policy specification. Said two aspects, i.e. the order of the tree given by
a depth first traverse and a frequency in which the nodes in the tree with respect to their order in the tree are visited
may denoted a visiting history of the tree.
[0009] A subset of nodes of a tree may refer to one, more than one or all nodes of a tree.
[0010] A similar tree may be a tree which is similar to a tree in that sibling nodes may be reordered in the tree. According
to the above given method, sibling nodes in the tree are order such that nodes of siblings being more frequently visited
than others are placed first or earlier in the tree with regard to the depth first traverse order of the tree.
[0011] In this way and since a policy specification may be evaluated by performing a depth first traverse through its
tree representation in order to search for one or more rules applicable to a request to access a resource protected by
the policy specification, a performance of evaluation of the policy specification with regard to computing time and/or
memory space may be increased and improved.
[0012] According to a general aspect, computing a density may further comprise:

for each node in the subset, dividing the frequency in which a node in a subtree rooted at said node is visited by a
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size of said subtree.

[0013] According to yet another aspect, a relationship between at least one policy and at least one rule of said policy
in the policy specification may be maintained in the similar tree.
[0014] According to yet another aspect, a relationship between at least one policy set and at least one policy of said
policy set in the policy specification may be maintained in the similar tree.
[0015] According to yet another aspect, the similar tree may be a minimum cost tree of all similar trees of the tree.
[0016] In other words, a minimum cost tree is a similar tree corresponding to a tree wherein all sibling nodes are sorted
according to their density in descending order.
[0017] According to yet another aspect, the method may further comprise:

refreshing the visiting history automatically after a time stamp is exceeded; and
transforming the tree with respect to said refreshed visiting history.

[0018] According to yet another aspect, the policy specification may be implemented in XACML.
[0019] According to another general aspect, a computer system according to claim 7 for optimization of evaluation of
a policy specification is provided. The system may comprise a subcomponent operable to:

receive the policy specification represented as a tree, the tree comprising a plurality of nodes;
determine a visiting history of the tree, wherein the visiting history is determined by computing a density at least for
each node in a subset of the plurality of nodes having been visited [in the past];
transform the tree with respect to the visiting history into a similar tree such that sibling nodes in the subset of the
plurality of nodes are sorted in decreasing order according to their density.

[0020] In another general aspect there is provided a computer-program product comprising computer readable in-
structions, which when loaded and run in a computer system and/or computer network system, cause the computer
system and/or the computer network system to perform a method as described.
[0021] The subject matter described in this specification can be implemented as a method or as a system or using
computer program products, tangibly embodied in information carriers, such as a CD-ROM, a DVD-ROM, a semicon-
ductor memory, signal and/or data stream, and a hard disk. Such computer program products may cause a data process-
ing apparatus to conduct one or more operations described in this specification.
[0022] In addition, the subject matter described in this specification can also be implemented as a system including
a processor and a memory coupled to the processor. The memory may encode one or more programs that cause the
processor to perform one or more of the method acts described in this specification. Further the subject matter described
in this specification can be implemented using various MRI machines.
[0023] Details of one or more implementations are set forth in the accompanying exemplary drawings and exemplary
description below. Other features will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0024]

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an exemplary policy evaluation engine and its process.

Figure 2 shows an exemplary implementation of an XACML policy set.

Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of an exemplary implementation of a method for transforming a tree representation
of a policy specification into a similar tree.

Figure 4A shows an exemplary representation of a policy as an ordered tree.

Figure 4B shows an exemplary input tree to a method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.

Figure 4C shows an exemplary initialization of a tree according to the policy tree shown in Fig. 4A which has been
depth first traversed and initialized respectively.

Figure 4D shows an exemplary depth first traverse through the tree shown in Fig. 4A by visiting node n which is
performed by a method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.
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Figure 4E shows an exemplary depth first traverse through the tree shown in Fig. 4A by visiting node n1 which is
performed by a method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.

Figure 4F shows an exemplary depth first traverse through the tree shown in Fig. 4A by visiting node 1 which is
performed by a method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.

Figure 4G shows an exemplary depth first traverse through the tree shown in Fig. 4A by visiting node 2 which is
performed by a method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.

Figure 4H shows an exemplary depth first traverse through the tree shown in Fig. 4A by visiting node n2 which is
performed by a method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.

Figure 4l shows an exemplary depth first traverse through the tree shown in Fig. 4A by visiting node 3 which is
performed by a method for transforming a policy tree into its corresponding minimum cost tree.

Figure 4J shows an exemplary result of density computation of the tree initialized as shown in Fig. 4C which is
performed by a method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.

Figure 4K shows an exemplary result of sorting sibling nodes of the tree shown in Fig. 4J which is performed by a
method for transforming a policy tree into a similar tree.

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of an exemplary computer system and/or network.

Technical Terms

[0025] Following technical terms are widely used throughout the description. The terms may refer to but are not limited
to the subsequently given explanations.
[0026] It should be understood that the following terms may be understood in the field of computing and may relate
to computer-implemented methods, systems, and computer program products.
[0027] Access control may relate to the ability to permit or deny the access and/or operations (e.g. read, write, modify,
delete, add, etc.) on a particular resource by an entity (e.g. a client computer, an application, another resource, a web
service etc.). In the present description, access control is considered in the context of computing environments to handle
controlled access to a digital resource such as a private document, a web service, and/or a server. In computer security,
access control may comprise authentication, authorization, and/or auditing. It may also comprise measures such as
physical devices, comprising biometric scans and metal locks, hidden paths, digital signatures, encryption, social barriers,
and/or monitoring by automated systems (possibly managed by a human user). In an access control system, the entities
which may perform actions in the system may be referred to as subjects. The entities which may represent resources
for which access may need to be controlled may be referred to as objects. Both, subjects and objects should be considered
as software entities, whereas any human user may merely have an effect on the system, e.g. via software entities that
they may control. Any software entity may act as both a subject and an object.
[0028] In computing environments, a policy may relate to a mechanism that enables and/or supports access control
in a computing environment. A policy may relate to a technical control and/or logging mechanism to enforce and/or
reconcile (systems use) rules and/or to ensure accountability in a computer system.
[0029] One ability to specify policies for access control in a distributed computer system e.g. a (SOA-based) web
services architecture may by XACML (extensible Access Control Markup Language). XACML may relate to a declarative
access control policy language implemented in XML (extensible Markup Language) and a processing model, describing
how to interpret policies written in XACML.
[0030] Since a policy specified e.g. in XACML may comprise one or more policy sets, which in turn may comprise one
or more policies, in the following, a policy possibly comprising one or more policy sets is hereinafter referred to as a
policy specification. A policy in a policy specification may comprise one or more rules, an identifier for a rule combination
algorithm, and/or one or more obligations. An obligation may relate to an operation specified in a policy and/or a policy
set that should be performed in conjunction with the enforcement of a decision with regard to the policy and a corresponding
request.
[0031] In the field of computing, a tree may relate to a data structure which may emulate a hierarchical structure with
a set of linked nodes. Formally, a tree may relate to an acyclic connected graph where each node may comprise a set
of zero or more child nodes and at most one parent node. By convention, trees may grow down, not up as they do in
nature. A node may relate to a structure which may comprise a value, a condition, and/or which may represent a separate
data structure (which could be a tree of its own). Each node in a tree may have zero or more child nodes, which are
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below said node in the tree. A node having a child node may be referred to as its parent node. A parent node and nodes
on next higher levels in a tree than a node may be referred to as ancestor nodes of said node. Nodes on the same level
in a tree and being child nodes of the same parent node may be referred to as sibling nodes. The topmost node in a
tree may be referred to as the root or root node of the tree. The root may be on the first level of a tree. Nodes at the
bottommost level of a tree may be referred to as leafs or leaf nodes. Since leafs may be at the bottommost level of a
tree, they may not comprise any child nodes. An inner node may be referred to as any node of a tree that may comprise
child nodes and may be therefore no leaf. Nodes may be connected to each other by (possibly directed) edges. Con-
sequently, each node of a tree may be reached from the root of the tree by following the edges in the tree. Such a
traverse through a tree may be referred to as a path. A path may represent a branch of a tree. The longest downward
path through a tree to a leaf from a node may be referred to as a height of said node. The length of a path from a node
to the root of a tree may be referred to as a depth. A subtree of a tree T may be a tree comprised of a node in T and all
its descendants in T. A tree on which an order is imposed (e.g. by assigning different natural numbers to each edge
leading to a node’s child nodes) may be referred to as an ordered tree.
[0032] Depth first traverse (DFT) may be an algorithm for traversing and/or searching a tree, a tree structure, and/or
a graph. The traverse may start at the root of a tree and may explore along each branch before backtracking. In other
words, DFT may be a uninformed traverse that may progress by expanding, starting from the root, the first child node
of the tree that appears and thus going deeper and deeper until it hits a leaf. Then the traverse may backtrack, returning
to the most recent node it has not finished exploring.
[0033] A visiting history of a tree may relate to a relationship between the depth first traverse through a tree and a
density in which the nodes in the tree are visited in the past. In particular, traversing a tree depth first, impose an order
on the nodes of the tree in which the nodes are visited and/or searched. A density may relate to a relationship between
a position or a location of a node in the tree (e.g. that a node is the nth child of another node on the mth level of the tree
and/or the node is the ith node visited in a depth first traverse through the tree)and a frequency said node has been
visited. In other words, a density may determine how often a node needs to be visited when performing a depth first
traverse through the tree in view of the node’s frequency. A frequency may relate to a parameter determining how often
(e.g. a number of accesses per specified time period such as a week, a day, a month, an hour, etc.) the node has been
visited in the past. The density of a node may be computed by dividing a frequency in which nodes in the subtree rooted
at said node have been visited by a size of said subtree.

Detailed Description

[0034] In the following, a detailed description of examples will be given with reference to the drawings. It should be
understood that various modifications to the examples may be made. In particular, elements of one example may be
combined and used in other examples to form new examples.
[0035] Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an exemplary implementation of a policy evaluation engine 100 enforcing
policies in order to allow access control using XACML or similar access control solutions.
[0036] In particular, Fig. 1 shows the XACML implementation of a possible architecture of an access control solution.
With this architecture many access control models are implementable such as DAC (Discretionary Access Control),
MAC (Mandatory Access Control), RBAC (Role Based Access Control); and/or Or-BAC (Organization Based Access
Control).
[0037] The policy evaluation engine 100 may comprise six modules or entities. In particular, the policy evaluation
engine 100 may comprise an obligations service 110, a policy enforcement module 120 (e.g. a policy decision point in
an XACML implementation of the policy evaluation engine 100), a policy decision module 130 (e.g. a policy decision
point in an XACML implementation of the policy evaluation engine 100), a context handler 140, a policy information
module 150 (e.g. a policy information point in an XACML implementation of the policy evaluation engine 100), and/or a
policy administration module 160 (e.g. a policy administration point in an XACML implementation of the policy evaluation
engine 100).
[0038] The obligations service 110 may provide obligations to one or more of the other modules 120, 130,140, 150,
160. An obligation may be an operation specified in a policy and/or in a policy set that should be performed in conjunction
with an enforcement of an authorization decision.
[0039] The policy enforcement module 120 may perform access control, e.g. by making decision requests and/or by
enforcing authorization decisions. Accordingly, the policy enforcement module 120 may be a front-end of the policy
evaluation engine 100 that intercepts incoming requests from a service requester, initializes its evaluation process, and
sends back a corresponding response or answer.
[0040] The policy decision module 130 may evaluate applicable policies and may render an authorization decision.
Applicable policies may be one or more policies and/or policies sets that govern access for a specific decision request.
In other words, the policy decision module 130 may select one or more applicable policies and/or may compute at least
one authorization response by evaluating the decision request with respect to said policies.
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[0041] The context handler 140 may convert one or more decision requests in a possibly native request format (e.g.
to the XACML canonical form) and/or may convert one or more authorization decisions in a possibly native request
format (e.g. to the XACML canonical form), a context of a decision request and/or of an authorization decision may be
its representation in a corresponding native request format. Accordingly, the context handler 140 may act as a bridge
translating received requests and/or received responses into a proper format (e.g. XACML) used by the policy evaluation
engine 100.
[0042] The policy information module 150 may act as a source of attribute values, wherein an attribute may be a
characteristic of an element (e.g. a subject element, a resource element, an action element, and/or an environment
element) that may be referenced in a predicate element and/or in a target element of a policy and/or a rule of the policy.
Hence, the obligations service 110 and the policy information module 150 may be used to retrieve obligations resulting
from evaluating one or more policies and to retrieve corresponding attributes.
[0043] The policy administration module 160 may create at least one policy and/or at least one policy set. Furthermore,
the policy administration module 160 may store one or more policies and/or policy sets including one or more rules which
may be required for the policy decision module 130.
[0044] It should be noted that a decision request may relate to a request performed by the policy enforcement module
120 and/or by the policy decision module 130 to render an authorization request, wherein a decision may be the result
of evaluating a rule, a policy, and/or a policy set. An authorization decision may relate to a result of evaluating an
(applicable) policy, returned by the policy decision module 130 to the policy enforcement module 120. For example, an
authorization decision may comprise a function that evaluates to one or more access rights (e.g. permit, deny, indeter-
minate, and/or non applicable) and/or to one or more obligations.
[0045] An exemplary access control process performed by the policy evaluation engine 100 as shown in Fig. 1 is given
in the following. Before such a process can be started, one or more policies and/or policy sets (or policy specifications)
to control access to at least one resource may be specified at the policy administration module 160 and made available
to the policy decision module 130. Furthermore, the policy administration module 160 may store the one or more policies
and/or policy sets. Said policies and/or policy sets may represent a complete policy for a specified target (comprising
e.g. a resource, a subject allowed to access said resource, and/or an action that may be performed by the subject on
the resource).
[0046] At S1, a subject (e.g. a user or a requester) requests authorization from the policy enforcement module 120 to
access at least one resource by sending a request to the policy enforcement module 120. At S2, the policy enforcement
module 120 sends the request to the context handler 140 in an arbitrary request format. The request may comprise one
or more attributes describing different aspects of the request including the subject and/or the resource to be accessed.
The context handler 140 constructs a corresponding request context (e.g. an XACML request context if the access
control language XACML is used) from the request and sends the request context, at S3 to the policy decision module
130. The policy decision module 130 analyzes the request context and if necessary, asks, at S4, the context handler
140 to retrieve additional attributes relating to the request context. At S51, the context handler 130 requests the additional
attributes from the policy information module 150. At S52, the additional attributes are sent from the policy information
module 150 to the context handler 130, who, in turn, at S53, passes said attributes back to the policy decision point 130.
Based on the request context and possible additional attributes, at S6, the policy decision module 130 requests and
retrieves one or more applicable policy specifications (i.e. one or more policy specifications applicable to process the
request context) from the policy administration module 160. Furthermore, the policy decision module 130 checks if the
request satisfies the one or more applicable policy specifications. If more than one policy specification can be applied
to satisfy the request, the policy decision module 130 may use at least one priority algorithm to sort them, e.g. algorithms
based on a deny-override, a permit-override, a only-one-applicable, and/or a first-applicable principle. Based on the
check whether the request satisfies the one or more applicable policy specifications, at S7, the policy decision module
130 returns an authorization decision to the context handler 140. A positive authorization decision may comprise one
or more additional obligations the subject has to satisfy to get access to the resource. At S81, the context handler 140
translates the authorization decision received from the policy decision module 130 into a response having the format
corresponding to the format of the request and returns said response to the policy enforcement module 120. At S82,
the policy enforcement module 120 uses the information comprised in the response to retrieve the additional obligations
from the obligations service 110. Based on the response and/or information on the additional obligations, the policy
enforcement module 120 performs the response and the obligations (if any) and either grants or denies access to the
resource requested by the subject, at S83.
[0047] In view of the above given description of a policy evaluation engine 100, exemplary XACML-based access
control as well as access control using other policy languages may work as follows.
[0048] For example, a user (e.g., a professor) may want to perform an action (e.g. to modify) on a protected resource
(e.g. student grade). The user may therefore submit a corresponding request to a policy enforcement module 120 (e.g.
a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) of an XACML implementation of the policy evaluation engine 100). The enforcement
module may manage the protected resource. The request may be formulated using the XACML request language. Then,
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the policy enforcement module 120 may send the request down to a policy decision module 130 (e.g. the Policy Decision
Point (PDP) of an XACML implementation of the policy evaluation engine 100). The policy decision module 130 may
store a (possibly) user-defined access control policy specification, e.g. defined using the XACML policy language. The
policy enforcement module 120 may check the request with the policy specification and determines whether the request
should be permitted or denied. Finally, the policy decision module 130 may formulate a corresponding decision in the
XACML response language and may send said (decision) response to the policy enforcement module 120. Based on
the response, the policy enforcement module 120 enforces the response.
[0049] In order to evaluate a request to a resource protected by a policy specification, the a policy evaluation engine
100 comprising a policy decision module 130 and a policy enforcement module 120 as shown in Fig. 1 may perform a
linear searching by comparing the request with one or more or even all rules sequentially in at least one policy specification
applicable to the request. Consequently, when modeling the policy specification as a tree, the policy decision module
130 may perform a depth first search (i.e. a search applying a depth first traverse through the tree) to find the proper
rule to evaluate the policy specification according to the request. Thus, for a certain group of requests, if more rules in
the last part of the policy specification are evaluated, the performance of the policy decision module 130 may be low
and evaluation hence inefficient and time-consuming.
[0050] Accordingly, there is a need to improve the performance of policy evaluation including policy decision making
and enforcement and hence to optimize policy evaluation.
[0051] Such an improvement may be realized by transforming policy specifications into similar specifications as de-
scribed further below with reference to Figs. 3 and 4A to 4K. For implementing said transformation, following assumptions
may be made:

• Requests may follow a certain pattern with respect to one or more rules of a policy specification to be evaluated. In
other words, if during a period of time in the past, a rule was more frequently evaluated than another rule, it may be
inferred that, in the future, that rule will be also more frequently evaluated than the other rule.

• Relationships between a policy set and at least one policy in a policy specification, and between a policy and at
least one rule in said policy specification may not be affected.

• Logical relationships between one or more targets of at least one policy set, at least one policy, and/or at least one
rule in a policy specification may be not analyzed.

[0052] Figure 2 shows an exemplary implementation of a policy specification 200 defined using XACML. Such a policy
specification 200 may be evaluated using a policy evaluation engine 100 as shown in Fig. 1 in case a request to access
a protected resource is performed.
[0053] It should be understood that any other policy specification language and a corresponding evaluation engine
may be used instead.
[0054] A policy specification 200 may comprise a policy set 202 and/or a policy combining algorithm 204. The policy
set 202 may comprise a sequence of one or more policies 201, 203, one or more policy sets, and/or at least one target
206. A policy 201 may comprise a target 213, a rule set 208, and/or a rule combining algorithm 210. A target 213 may
be a predicate specified over one or more subjects (e.g. professor, secretary, student), one or more resources (e.g.
grades, records), and/or one or more actions (e.g. change, read) for an access request. The target 213 may specify a
type of requests to which a rule 205, 207 and hence a policy 201, 203 and/or a policy set 202 can be applied.
[0055] For example, if a request satisfies a target 213 of a policy 201, then the request is further checked against a
rule set 208 of the policy 201; otherwise, the policy 201 is skipped without further examining its rule set 208. A target
206 of a policy set 202 may comprise similar functionality and/or semantics.
[0056] A rule set 208 may relate to a sequence of one or more rules 205, 207. A rule 205 may comprise a target 209,
a condition, and/or an effect 211. Similar to a target 213 of a policy 201, a target 209 of a rule 205 may specify whether
said rule 205 is applicable to a request by setting constraints on one or more subjects, one or more resources, and one
or more actions related to the request. A condition of a rule 205 may be a Boolean expression that refines the applicability
of the rule 205 beyond the predicates specified by its target 209. A condition is optional to a rule 205. In the example
shown in Fig. 2, no condition is specified with a rule 205, 207.
[0057] For example, if a request to access a resource from a subject (such as a user or a requester) is received and
if the request matches both a target 209 and a condition of a rule 205, an effect of the rule 205 (e.g. permit or deny
access to the resource) may be returned to the subject as a decision. Otherwise, a value indicating a mismatch between
the request, the resource, and/or the rule (e.g. NotApplicable) is returned.
[0058] It should be understood that Fig. 2 shows a simplified example of a policy specification 200 comprising a policy
set 202 whose policy combining algorithm 204 is Permit-Overrides. Said policy set 202 comprises two policies 201, 203.
The first policy 201 has two rules 205, 207 and its rule combining algorithm 210 is Deny-Overrides. The second policy
203 has one rule 215 and its rule combining algorithm 212 is First-Applicable. A first rule 205 of the first policy 201 has
the semantics that a subject having the assigned role a student or a secretary cannot change grades because an effect
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211 of said rule 205 is to deny access to the resource "Grades" for the action of changing it. A second rule 207 of the
first policy 201 has the semantics that a subject having the assigned role of a professor, lecturer, or secretary can change
or read grades or records, because an effect 217 of said rule 207 is to permit access to the resources "Grades" and/or
"Records" for the actions of changing and/or reading them. The rule 215 of the second policy 203 has the semantics
that a student can change or read records when following the rational of reading and interpreting the two rules 205, 207
of the first policy 201.
[0059] Furthermore, it should be understood that Fig. 2 shows merely an exemplary policy specification 200 such that
a plurality of other combinations of one or more of the elements shown and described with reference to Fig. 2 and/or
further not shown elements are possible in a policy specification 200.
[0060] With reference to Figure 3, an exemplary method 300 for transforming a policy specification, comprising one
or more rules and being represented as a tree, into a similar tree with respect to a visiting history of the rules in the tree
is shown. In particular, the method transforms a tree into a similar tree. In one implementation, the similar tree is a
minimum cost tree. A definition of a similar tree and a minimum cost tree is given below.
[0061] Before exemplary describing said transformation method or algorithm 300 with reference to Fig. 3, definitions
with regard to said transformation method 300 are described in the following.
[0062] In order to analyze performance aspects (regarding computation time and/or space) of the policy evaluation
engine 100 and in particular the policy decision module 130 with respect to a structure of a policy specification and/or
a pattern of a request, a policy specification may be modeled as a tree.
[0063] An exemplary tree representation of the policy specification 200 of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4A. If performance
of the policy evaluation engine 200 is considered, the order of child nodes of a parent node may be of importance, an
ordered tree model may be used. This may be due to the fact that the policy decision module 130 may perform a depth
first traverse through the tree representation of a policy specification to search for one or more rules to be applied
according to the request.
[0064] In the following, an exemplary specification and/or definition of a policy specification with regard to performance
aspects is given. It should be understood that the properties of a policy specification and its corresponding tree repre-
sentation may be defined alternatively. Additionally, further properties may be additionally defined.
[0065] In one example, an ordered tree is defined as a triple T = (V, E, v0), in which Vis a set of nodes, E is a set of
directed edges, and v0 ∈ V is the root of the ordered tree T. Hereinafter, an ordered tree is referred to simply as a tree.
(u, v, i) ∈ E is an edge of the tree, in which u, v ∈ V. i ∈ N (N denotes the set of natural numbers including 0) is referred
to as the index of this edge.
[0066] Further to said example, an outbound degree, i.e., the number of child nodes, of a node v ∈ V is denoted as
d(v), which equals |{u| u ∈ V, i ∈ N, (v, u, i) ∈ E}|. It may be assumed that the edges outgoing from a node v are indexed
from 0 continuously, i.e., V (v, u, i) ∈ E, 0 ≤ i ≤ d(v) - 1. When (v, u, i) ∈ E, u may be referred to as the ith child node of
v, denoted as v(i).
[0067] When referring to multiple trees, a set of nodes of a tree T may be denoted as VT. A node u belonging to a tree
T may be denoted as u ∈ VT, or simply u ∈ T.
[0068] A policy specification may be modeled as or represented by an ordered tree. In particular, a policy element
comprising a target (e.g. a policy set, a policy, and/or a rule) may be modeled as nodes. A target may relate to one or
more decision requests, which may be identified by definitions for at least one resource, at least one subject which may
perform an action on the resource, and at least one action that a policy set, a policy, and/or a rule is intended to evaluate.
Rules may be represented as leafs. Relationships between policy sets and policies, and/or between policies and rules
may be modeled as edges from a containing node to its contained node. The index of an edge may be assigned in
natural way.
[0069] For example, the policy specification 200 of Fig. 2 may be represented by the tree 400 of Fig. 4a. The root of
the tree 400 is represented by the policy set 202 of the policy specification 200 having the identifier n. The child nodes
201 and 203 of the root 202 represent the two policies 201 and 203 comprised in the policy set 201. Leafs 205, 207,
215 are the child nodes of the policies 201 and 203, respectively. Accordingly, the policy 201 comprising the rules 205
and 207 being identified by the numbers 1 and 2, respectively comprises the corresponding child nodes 205 and 207.
The policy 203 comprising one rule 215 having identifier 3 which is the child node 215 in the corresponding tree repre-
sentation 400 of the policy specification 200.
[0070] Further to said example, for each leaf node v ∈ V, f(v) ≥ 0 denotes the frequency in which it is visited. For an
inner node v ∈ V, it may be defined that f(v) = 0. It should be understood, that in another exemplary implementation, a
frequency may be defined by another value than zero and/or by a condition and/or a rule.
[0071] Further to said example, for each node v ∈ V, st(v) denotes the subtree rooted at v, |st(v)| denotes the size of
the subtree, which is the number of nodes included in this subtree. If a node v is a leaf, |st(v)| = 1. The subtree rooted
at v in a tree Tis denoted as stT(v), or st(v) for short.
[0072] Further to said example, for each node v ∈ V, F(v) denotes the frequency in which the nodes in st(v) are visited.
F(v) = ∑u∈st(v) f(u). With regard to the policy specification 200 of Fig. 2 and its corresponding tree representation 400
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shown in Fig. 4A, suppose that f(1) = 2, f(2) = 8, and f(3) = 7. Thus, F(n1) = 10, F(n2) = 7 and F(n) = 17.
[0073] When performing a depth first traverse (DFT) over a tree T, after visiting a node v which has at least one child
nodes, the node v(0) is visited. Then, after st(v(0)) is visited, the node v(1) is visited, and so on. For each node v ∈ V, o(v)
denotes the order v is visited in a DFT of the tree T. o(v0) = 0.
[0074] Based on said observation, the following lemma may be formulated:

[0075] Accordingly, the order of the ith child node of a node v in a DFT of a tree T may relate to the order of said node
v plus one plus the sum of the sizes of the subtrees rooted at the ancestor nodes of the Ah child node of a node v
according to the DFT of the tree T.
[0076] Further to said example, the cost of a tree T is denoted as c(T) = ∑v∈V o(v)f(v). Accordingly, the cost c(T) of a
tree T may be defined by the sum of the product of the order and the frequency of the nodes v ∈ V of said tree. In
particular, the definition of the costs c(T) of a tree T may relate to a way in which the policy evaluation engine 100 and
in particular the way the policy decision module130 may search for one or more rules of a policy specification to be
evaluated according to a request. For example, supposing that the target of the rule 215 being identified by 3 of the
policy specification 200 of Fig. 2 matches a request, in worst case all the nodes 202, 201,205, 207, 203 in the corresponding
tree representation 400 need to be visited before said rule represented by its corresponding node 215 in the tree 400
is located. According to the above given definitions, o(3) may be used to model the cost to visit said node 215. Assume
for the tree 400 of Fig. 4A that o(n) = 0, o(n1) = 1, o(1) = 2, o(2) = 3, o(n2) = 4, o(3) = 5. Then, the cost c(T) of said tree
is c(T) = o(1)f(1) + o(2)f(2) + o(3)f(3) = 63 according to the above given definition.
[0077] In other words, the costs (regarding computing time and/or memory space) of a tree may be determined by the
costs of locating a node in the tree combined with a frequency in which said node has been accessed in the passed.
[0078] For a certain group of requests, each rule v of a policy specification may be evaluated f(v) times. Accordingly,
in one exemplary implementation, for a tree T, a frequency f(v) of a node v of the tree T, an order o(v) of said node v,
and/or a cost c(T) may be defined. In an evaluation of the tree T using a policy evaluation engine 100, for a group of request:

• A rule v modeled as a node v in the tree T may be evaluated several time. Said aspect may be modeled as the
frequency f(v) of the node v in the model of the implementation.

• In order to evaluate a rule v modeled by a node v in the tree T, in worst case, all previous nodes according to the
depth first traverse need to be visited. Said aspect may be modeled as the costs o(v) of the node v in the model of
the implementation.

• Based on the above modeling aspects, an overall performance of the evaluation of the tree T may be modeled as
the costs c(T) of said tree in the model of the implementation.

[0079] Based on the above aspects and since a purpose of a method for optimization of evaluation of a policy spec-
ification may be to improve the performance of the evaluation, in the model of the implementation of said method, in
one aspect, a similar tree of the tree Twith the minimum cost c(T) of the tree Tis tried to find.
[0080] Consequently, the cost to perform a DFT through the tree representation of a policy specification may be used
to model the performance of the policy evaluation engine 100 and in particular of its policy decision module 130 with
respect to the structure of policy specification.
[0081] One purpose of a method to transform a tree representing a policy specification into a similar tree may be to
reduce the cost (with regard to computing time and/or memory space) to traverse the tree of the policy specification
using DFT in view of a visiting history of one or more rules specified in the policy specification.
[0082] In other words, there may be a relationship between a location of a node (representing a rule of a policy
specification) in a tree (representing the policy specification) and a frequency how often said rule has been accessed
in order to evaluate the policy specification against a request to access a resource in the past. Said relationship may be
referred to as a visiting history according to a depth first traverse through the tree. Therefore, if rules (i.e. nodes in the
tree) which are visited by a high frequency (i.e. more often than other rules) for evaluation of a policy specification are
moved to a place in the tree such that they are visited earlier in a depth first traverse through the tree, the costs of the
tree and thus a performance of policy evaluation of the policy specification with regard to computing time and/or memory
space may be enhanced.
[0083] In the following, an exemplary definition for a similar tree of a tree is given.
[0084] A tree T = (V, E, v0) and another tree P = (V, G, v0) are similar to each other if ∀ u, v ∈ V, v is the parent of u
in T ⇔ v is the parent of u in P.
[0085] Based on said definition of a similar tree of a tree, the following holds:
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Lemma 2: A tree constructed by permuting nodes (and their corresponding subtrees) in the same level is similar
to the initial tree.

[0086] Based on the definition of the costs of a tree and a similar tree of the tree, a minimum cost tree, i.e. a similar
tree of a tree having minimum costs when performing a DFT under consideration of a visiting history of the nodes of the
tree, may be defined as follows.
[0087] Given a tree T = (V, E, v0), we call a tree S = (V, ES, v0) the minimum cost tree of T, if and only if:

• S is similar to T;
• S has the minimum cost, i.e., V P similar to T, c(S) ≤ c(P).

[0088] In other words, a minimum cost tree is a similar tree corresponding to a tree representing a policy specification
wherein all nodes of the tree are sorted according to the visiting history such that nodes (i.e. rules being represented by
the nodes) which are more frequently visited are earlier visited during a depth first traverse through the tree. In this way,
rules having a high frequency can be faster access during evaluation of the policy specification when performing an
access request to a resource.
[0089] In one exemplary implementation of a method for transforming a tree representation of a policy specification
into a similar tree may be to transform the ordered tree modelling the policy specification into the minimum cost tree.
[0090] The costs c(T) of a tree T may have one or more of the following properties.
[0091] For each node v ∈ V, den(v) = F(v) / |st(v)| is defined as density of v.
[0092] For example, in the tree 400 of Fig. 4A, den(n1) = 5, and den(n2) = 7.
[0093] Lemma 3: If T is similar to P, ∀ v ∈ V, den(v) in T equals to den(v) in P.
[0094] Proof: When a tree is transformed into a similar one, all the descendants of v are kept. Thus F(v) does not
change, |st(v)| does not change although st(v) may changes. So, den(v) does not change.
[0095] Given a tree T = (V, E, v0), u, w ∈ V, u = v0

(k), w = v0
(k+1). Another tree P = (V, G, v0), E / G = {(v0, u, k), (v0,

w, k+1)}, G / E = {(v0, u, k+1), (v0, w, k)} may be constructed. Accordingly, P is obtained by permuting the position of
neighboring nodes u and w in T. It is obvious that P is similar to T.
[0096] With the definitions of T and P, the following lemma may be formulated. 

[0097] For any node v ∈ st(v0
(i)) (0 ≤ i ≤ k-1), i.e., for any node belonging to a subtree to the left of u, permuting u and

w does not change o(v).
[0098] Similarly, for any node v ∈ st{v0

(i)) (k+2 ≤ i ≤ d(v0)), i.e., for any node belonging to a subtree to the right of w,
permuting u and w does not change o(v). 
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Thus, c(T) < c(P)
⇔ c(T) - c(P) < 0
⇔ |st(u)| F(w) - |st(w)| F(u) < 0
⇔ |st(u)| F(w) < |st(w)| F(u)
⇔ F(w) / |st(w)| < F(u) / |st(u)|
⇔ den(u) > den(w).
[0099] Given a tree T= (V, E, v0), v, u, w ∈ V, u = v(k), w = v(k+1). Another tree P= (V, G, v0), E / G = {(v, u, k), (v, w,
k+1)}, G / E = {(v, u, k+1), (v, w, k)} may be constructed. Accordingly, P is obtained by permuting the position of neighboring
nodes u and w in T.
[0100] With the definitions of T and P, the following lemma may be formulated.
[0101] Lemma 5: c(T) < c(P) ⇔ den(u) > den(w).
[0102] Proof: In order to simplify the notation, we refer to the subtree of T rooted at v as a tree Q, the subtree of P
rooted at v as a tree R. From the previous lemma, we have c(Q) < c(R) ⇔ den(u) > den(w).
[0103] The difference between T and P is only the subtree rooted at v, so c(T) - c(P)

= ∑x∈stT(v)o(x)f(x) - ∑x∈stP(v)o(x)f(x)
= ∑x∈stT(v)(o(v) + oQ(x))f(x) - ∑x∈stP(v)(o(v) + oR(x))f(x)
= ∑x∈stT(v)oQ(x)f(x) - ∑x∈stP(v)oR(x)f(x)
= c(Q) - c(R).

[0104] So, c(T) < c(P) ⇔ den(u) > den(w).
[0105] Consequently, the costs of a tree may be lowered by permuting neighboring nodes to put the one having larger
density first. Based on this observation, the following lemma may be formulated.
[0106] Lemma 6: Given a tree T = (V, E, v0), S = (V, ES, v0) is the minimum cost tree of T. In S, ∀ v ∈ V, u = v(k), w
= v(k+1), we have den(u) ≥ den(w).
[0107] Proof: Suppose there exist v, u, w in S, such that u = v(k), w = v(k+1), and den(u) < den(w). We can construct
a tree S’ by permuting u and w. From the previous lemma, we have c(S’) < c(S), it is a contradiction with that S is the
minimum cost tree of T.
[0108] Accordingly, the minimum cost tree could be obtained by sorting sibling nodes in descending order of their
density.
[0109] Based on the above made observations a method 300 for transforming a tree representing a policy specification
into a similar tree, which may be the minimum cost tree may be implemented as shown in Figure 3. A formal specification
of the method 300 is given below. A detailed description is given thereafter.
[0110] Input: T= (V, E, v0), f(v) for all the nodes v ∈ V
[0111] Output: S is a similar tree of T and may be the minimum cost tree of T
[0112] Variables: for all the nodes v ∈ V, s(v) records the size of the subtree rooted at v, F(v) records the frequency
in which the nodes in st(v) are visited, den(v) records the density of v.
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Algorithm

[0113]

1. For all the nodes v ∈ V, s(v) := 0, F(v) := 0;
2. Perform depth first traverse to the tree T starting from v0. At each node v being visited:

a. Increase s(v) by 1 and F(v) by f(v);
b. For all the ancestor u of v, increase s(u) by 1;
c. If f(v) ≠ 0, for all the ancestor u of v, increase F(u) by f(v);

3. For all the nodes v ∈ V, den(v) = F(v) / s(v);
4. Sort all the sibling nodes in decreasing order of their density to obtain S.

[0114] An analysis of a time complexity of the method 300 is O(nlogn). In particular, Suppose |V| = n. The complexity
of step 1 is O(n). In step 2, n nodes are visited. At each node, all the ancestors will be updated. So, the complexity of
step 2 is O(nlogn). The complexity of step 3 is O(n). The complexity of step 4 is not more than sorting all the nodes by
their density, so it is at most O(nlogn). The O in the notation of the complexty of the algorithms may denote that the
given time complexity may be an upper limit of the complexity of the algorithm.
[0115] Accordingly, the method 300 of Fig. 3 may perform the following steps in order transform a tree (e.g. representing
a policy specification) into a similar tree and/or into a minimum cost tree by considering a visiting history of the nodes
of the tree.
[0116] At 302, a tree T representing a policy specification is initialized. For example, the leafs of the nodes, which
represent the rules defined in the policy specification have a frequency greater than zero in which each of the leafs have
been visited in the past when evaluating the policy specification according to a request. Furthermore, the size |st(v)| of
the subtree of each of nodes v ∈ V of the tree T are set to zero. Also set to zero is a frequency F(v) at which each of
the nodes in the subtrees st(v) rooted at the node v are visited. Furthermore, a set of nodes S denoting the nodes of a
similar tree P being output of the method 300 is set to the empty set ε. Then at 304, as long as the set of nodes V of the
tree T is not empty, the steps 306 to 316 are performed.
[0117] In general, the steps 306 to 316 are preformed during a depth first traverse through the tree T such that for
each of the nodes v ∈ V said steps are performed subsequently according to their depth first traverse order in the tree
T. The steps 306 to 316 performed during a depth first traverse through the tree T update |st(v)|, i.e. the size of the
subtree rooted at v, and F(v), i.e. the frequency in which the nodes in said subtree st(v) are visited. Said steps may be
performed for at least one, for more than one or for all nodes v of the tree T.
[0118] In particular, at 306 the size of the subtree |st(v)| rooted at a node v is increased by 1 and the frequency F(v)
at which each of the nodes in the subtree st(v) is visited is increased by the frequency f(v) at which the node v itself has
been visited. At 308 it is checked whether the node v currently visited in the depth first traverse is the root v0 of the tree
T. If this is true, step 316 is performed. Otherwise, the method 300 goes on at 310. At 310, for all ancestor nodes u of
the node v currently visited in the depth first traverse the size of the subtree |st(v)| of each of the ancestor nodes is
increased by one. At 312, it is checked whether the frequency f(v) of the node v currently visited in the depth first traverse
is unequal to zero. If this is not true (i.e. false), step 316 is performed. Otherwise, the method 300 goes on at 314. At
314, for each ancestor node u of the node v currently visited in the depth first traverse the frequency F(u) in which the
nodes in a corresponding subtree st(u) rooted at node u are visited are increased by the frequency f(v) at which the
node v is visited. At 316, the currently visited node v is removed from the set V and inserted into the set S.
[0119] At 318, after all nodes of the tree T have been visited during a depth first traverse and the steps 306 to 316
have been performed for each of said nodes, a density is computed for each node v of said nodes. The density of a
node v is determined by dividing a frequency F(v) in which the nodes in the subtree st(v) rooted at said node v have
been visited by the size |st(v)| of said subtree st(v).
[0120] Finally, at 320, the sibling nodes of the similar tree P are sorted such that at least a pair of, more than two or
all sibling nodes in the tree P are ordered in descending order according to their density. In other words, for a pair of
sibling nodes the density of the first node in an order between said two nodes is greater than or equal to the density of
the second node in said order. In case all sibling nodes are order in this manner, the similar tree P is the minimum cost
tree corresponding to the initial tree T.
[0121] In other words, the similar tree considers a visiting history of the nodes of the tree. The visiting history may
depend on an order of the tree given by the order performed when traversing the tree in depth first traverse and on a
frequency in which the nodes in each of the subtrees of the tree are visited in the past. The visiting frequency may
dependent on a time frequency in which rules modeled by the nodes in the tree are accessed when performing an
evaluation of a policy specification represented by the tree against access requests. Hence, if rules which are more
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frequently accessed during policy evaluation are place at an earlier position with regard to the depth first traverse order,
they can be accessed earlier such that a performance of policy evaluation is increased with respect to computing time
and/or memory space.
[0122] With reference to Figures 4A to 4K, an exemplary application of the transformation method 300 to an example
policy specification is shown.
[0123] For example, the policy specification 200 of Fig. 2 may be represented or modeled by a tree 400 as shown in
Figure 4A. It may be assumed, that a first rule 205, which is identified by 1 of a first policy 201, which is identified by
n1 has a frequency f(1) of 2 at which said node 205 has been visited in the past (e.g. during previous evaluations of the
policy specification 200 with regard to access requests to resources protected by said policy). Similarly, a frequency f(2)
of a second rule 207 comprised in the first policy 201 may be 8. Said rule 207 may be identified by 2. A frequency f(3)
of a rule 215 comprised in a second policy 203 may be 7. Said rule 215 may have identifier 3 and the second policy may
have identifier n2.
[0124] Figure 4B shows an exemplary input tree 410 of the tree 400 modeling the policy specification 200 of Fig. 2
for the method 300 as shown in Fig. 3. The inner nodes 201, 202, 203 are initialized with a frequency of zero. The leafs
205, 207, 215 have an exemplary frequency as previously introduced in Fig. 4A.
[0125] Figure 4C shows an exemplary initialization tree 420 of the tree 400. The frequency f(v) within which each of
the nodes 201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215 is visited corresponds to the one introduced in Fig. 4B. The size of the subtrees
|st(v)| of each of the nodes 201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215 is computed according to the above introduced definition.
Accordingly, the size of the subtree |st(n)| rooted at the root 202 of the tree 400 is 6, i.e. the number of nodes in the tree
400. The size of the size of the subtree |st(n1)| rooted at the inner node 201 of the tree 400 is 3, because the subtree
st(n1) rooted at said node 202 comprises said node 202 itself and its two child nodes 205, 207. Similarly, the size of the
size of the subtree |st(n2)| rooted at the inner node 203 of the tree 400 is 2. The sizes of each of the subtrees |st(1)|,
|st(2)|, |st(3)| of the leafs 205, 207, 215 is zero according to the above given definition of the size of a subtree.
[0126] The frequency F(v) within which nodes in the subtrees st(v) of the tree 400 are visted is computed according
to the above introduced definition. Accordingly, the frequency F(n) in which the nodes in the subtree s(n) rooted at the
root 202 of the tree 400 are visited is 17 (i.e. the sum of the frequencies of the nodes 201, 203, 205, 207, 215 comprised
in said subtree: f(n)+f(n1)+f(n2)+f(1)+f(2)+f(3) = 0+0+0+2+8+7 = 17). The frequency F(n1) in which the nodes 201, 205,
207 in the subtree st(n1) rooted at node 201 are visited is 10. Similarly, the frequency F(n2) in which the nodes 203,
215 in the subtree st(n2) rooted at node 203 are visited is 7. The frequencies (F1), F(2), F(3) in which the nodes in the
subtrees st(1), st(2), st(3) of the leafs 205, 207, 215 are visited correspond to the frequencies f(1), f(2), f(3) in which the
leafs 205, 207, 215 themselves have been visited, respectively, i.e. 2, 8, 7, respectively in the exemplary tree 400 of
Fig. 4C.
[0127] The initialization shown in Fig. 4C is computed by performing a depth first traverse through the tree 410 and
thereby performing the steps 304 to 316 of the method of Fig. 3. The depth first traverse is explained below with reference
to Figures 4D to 4I.
[0128] In said steps, the initialized tree 410 is depth first traversed to update |st(v)|, i.e., the size of the subtree rooted
at v, and F(v), i.e. the frequency in which the nodes in said subtree st(v) are visited. The current node being visited is
pointed by an arrow. The depth first traverse starts at the root 201 of the tree 430. Hence, initially, the frequencies F(v)
in which the nodes in the subtrees st(v) are visited and the sizes of the subtrees st(v) are zero.
[0129] Accordingly, the size of the subtree |st(n)| rooted at the root 202 of the tree 400 is increased by 1 (according
to step 306 of the method 300 of Fig. 3) and the frequency F(n) in which the nodes in the subtree are visited is increased
by the frequency f(n) of the node 202 itself. Since said frequency f(n) is zero, F(n) remains unchanged. The resulting
tree 430 is shown in Fig. 4D.
[0130] Then the first child 201 of the root 202 is visited and the steps 304 to 316 of the method 300 of Fig. 3 are
performed, resulting in the tree 440 shown in Fig. 4E. Accordingly, the size of the subtree |st(n1)| rooted at said node
201 is increased by 1 and the frequency F(n1) in which the nodes in the subtree are visited is increased by the frequency
f(n1) of the node 201 itself. Since the node 201 has an ancestor node 202, the size of the subtree |st(n)| rooted at the
ancestor node 202 is increased by 1.
[0131] Then the first child 205 of the previously visited node 201 in the depth first traverse is visited and the steps 304
to 316 of the method 300 of Fig. 3 are performed, resulting in the tree 450 shown in Fig. 4F. Accordingly, the size of the
subtree |st(1)| rooted at said node 205 is increased by 1 and the frequency F(1) in which the nodes in the subtree |st(1)|
rooted at said node 205 are visited is increased by the frequency f(1) of the node 205 itself, i.e. F(1) is increased by 2,
the frequency f(1) of the node 205 itself. Since the node 205 has two ancestor nodes 201, 202, the sizes of the subtrees
/st(n 1)/ and |st(n)| rooted at the ancestor nodes 201, 202 are each increased by 1. Furthermore, the frequencies F(n1)
and F(n) in which the nodes in the subtrees st(n1) and st(n), respectively are visited are each increased by the frequency
f(1) of the currently visited node 205 in the depth first traverse, i.e. F(n1) and F(n) are each increased by 2, the frequency
f(1) of the node 205.
[0132] Then the sibling node 207 of the previously visited node 205 according to the order of the depth first traverse
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is visited and the steps 304 to 316 of the method 300 of Fig. 3 are performed, resulting in the tree 460 shown in Fig. 4G.
Accordingly, the size of the subtree |st(2)| rooted at said node 207 is increased by 1 and the frequency F(2) in which
the nodes in the subtree |st(2)| rooted at said node 207 are visited is increased by the frequency f(2) of the node 207
itself, i.e. F(2) is increased by 8, the frequency f(2) of the node 207 itself. Since the node 207 has two ancestor nodes
201, 202, the sizes of the subtrees |st(n1)| and |st(n)| rooted at the ancestor nodes 201, 202 are each increased by 1.
Furthermore, the frequencies F(n1) and F(n) in which the nodes in the subtrees st(n1) and st(n), respectively are visited
are each increased by the frequency f(2) of the currently visited node 207 in the depth first traverse, i.e. F(n1) and F(n)
are each increased by 8, the frequency f(2) of the node 207.
[0133] Then the next node 203 of the previously visited node 207 according to the order of the depth first traverse is
visited (which is the sibling node 203 of the node 201 having the previously visited child nodes 205, 207) and the steps
304 to 316 of the method 300 of Fig. 3 are performed, resulting in the tree 470 shown in Fig. 4H. Accordingly, the size
of the subtree |st(n2)| rooted at said node 203 is increased by 1 and the frequency F(n2) in which the nodes in the
subtree |st(n2)| rooted at said node 203 are visited is increased by the frequency f(n2) of the node 203 itself, i.e. F(n2)
is increased by 0, the frequency f(n2) of the node 203 itself. Since the node 203 has one ancestor node 202 the sizes
of the subtree |st(n)| rooted at the ancestor node 202 is increased by 1. Since the frequency f(n2) in which the node 203
has been visited in the past is zero, no further computations are performed and the depth first traverse goes on to the
next node.
[0134] Finally, the child 215 of the previously visited node 203 in the depth first traverse is visited and the steps 304
to 316 of the method 300 of Fig. 3 are performed, resulting in the tree 480 shown in Fig. 4l. Accordingly, the size of the
subtree |st(3)| rooted at said node 215 is increased by 1 and the frequency F(3) in which the nodes in the subtree |st(3)|
rooted at said node 215 are visited is increased by the frequency f(3) of the node 215 itself, i.e. F(3) is increased by 7,
the frequency f(3) of the node 215 itself. Since the node 215 has two ancestor nodes 203, 202, the sizes of the subtrees
|st(n2)| and |st(n)| rooted at the ancestor nodes 203, 202 are each increased by 1. Furthermore, the frequencies F(n2)
and F(n) in which the nodes in the subtrees st(n2) and st(n), respectively are visited are each increased by the frequency
f(3) of the currently visited node 215 in the depth first traverse, i.e. F(n2) and F(n) are each increased by 7, the frequency
f(3) of the node 215.
[0135] After the depth first traverse through the tree 400 is finished, a density of each of the nodes 202, 201, 203, 205,
207, 215 is computed by performing step 318 of the method of Fig. 3. A resulting tree 490 comprising a density for each
of the nodes is shown in Figure 4J. Accordingly, the density for each node 202, 201, 203, 205, 207, 215 is computed
by dividing a frequency F(n), F(n1), F(n2), F(1), F(2), F(3) by a size of the subtree |st(n)|, |st(n1)|, |st(n2)|, |st(1)|, |st(2)|,
|st(3)| of each of the nodes 202, 201, 203, 205, 207, 215, respectively resulting in the shown results (e.g. F(n) / |st(n)|
of the root 202 of the tree 400 is 17/6 = 2,83).
[0136] After the density of each of the nodes 202, 201, 203, 205, 207, 215 is computed, step 320 of the method 300
of Fig. 3 is performed. Accordingly, the sibling nodes 201, 203 as well as 205, 207, 215 are sorted in descending order
according to their density. In the resulting tree 500 shown in Figure 4K the node 203 is moved before the node 201, and
the node 207 is moved before the node 205 because of their higher density, respectively.
[0137] It should be understood that in another implementation of the method of Fig. 3 only a subset of the nodes of a
tree are visited and only one or more pairs for sibling nodes are sorted according to their density, such that the first node
as a higher density than the second node. In this case a similar tree of an initial tree (e.g. tree 400) is computed. In case
that for all nodes the above explained computations are performed, a resulting similar tree is a minimum cost tree being
similar to the initial tree, because visiting nodes of said minimum cost tree when evaluating a policy specification repre-
sented by the tree according to an access request to a resource is more efficient and less expensive regarding computation
time and/or space for visited rules.
[0138] Figure 5 shows an exemplary system for implementing the invention including a general purpose computing
device in the form of a conventional computing environment 920 (e.g. a personal computer). The conventional computing
environment includes a processing unit 922, a system memory 924, and a system bus 926. The system bus couples
various system components including the system memory 924 to the processing unit 922. The processing unit 922 may
perform arithmetic, logic and/or control operations by accessing the system memory 924. The system memory 924 may
store information and/or instructions for use in combination with the processing unit 922. The system memory 924 may
include volatile and nonvolatile memory, such as a random access memory (RAM) 928 and a read only memory (ROM)
930. A basic input/output system (BIOS) containing the basic routines that helps to transfer information between elements
within the personal computer 920, such as during start-up, may be stored in the ROM 930. The system bus 926 may
be any of several types of bus structures including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local
bus using any of a variety of bus architectures.
[0139] The personal computer 920 may further include a hard disk drive 932 for reading from and writing to a hard
disk (not shown), and an external disk drive 934 for reading from or writing to a removable disk 936. The removable disk
may be a magnetic disk for a magnetic disk driver or an optical disk such as a CD ROM for an optical disk drive. The
hard disk drive 932 and the external disk drive 934 are connected to the system bus 926 by a hard disk drive interface
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938 and an external disk drive interface 940, respectively. The drives and their associated computer-readable media
provide nonvolatile storage of computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the
personal computer 920. The data structures may include relevant data for the implementation of the method for optimi-
zation of evaluation of a policy, as described above. The relevant data may be organized in a database, for example a
relational or object database.
[0140] Although the exemplary environment described herein employs a hard disk (not shown) and an external disk
936, it should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that other types of computer readable media which can store
data that is accessible by a computer, such as magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards, digital video disks, random
access memories, read only memories, and the like, may also be used in the exemplary operating environment.
[0141] A number of program modules may be stored on the hard disk, external disk 936, ROM 930 or RAM 928,
including an operating system (not shown), one or more application programs 944, other program modules (not shown),
and program data 946. The application programs may include at least a part of the functionality as depicted in Figs. 1 to 3K.
[0142] A user may enter commands and information, as discussed below, into the personal computer 920 through
input devices such as keyboard 948 and mouse 950. Other input devices (not shown) may include a microphone (or
other sensors), joystick, game pad, scanner, or the like. These and other input devices may be connected to the processing
unit 922 through a serial port interface 952 that is coupled to the system bus 926, or may be collected by other interfaces,
such as a parallel port interface 954, game port or a universal serial bus (USB). Further, information may be printed
using printer 956. The printer 956, and other parallel input/output devices may be connected to the processing unit 922
through parallel port interface 954. A monitor 958 or other type of display device is also connected to the system bus
926 via an interface, such as a video input/output 960. In addition to the monitor, computing environment 920 may include
other peripheral output devices (not shown), such as speakers or other audible output.
[0143] The computing environment 920 may communicate with other electronic devices such as a computer, telephone
(wired or wireless), personal digital assistant, television, or the like. To communicate, the computer environment 920
may operate in a networked environment using connections to one or more electronic devices. Fig. 5 depicts the computer
environment networked with remote computer 962. The remote computer 962 may be another computing environment
such as a server, a router, a network PC, a peer device or other common network node, and may include many or all
of the elements described above relative to the computing environment 920. The logical connections depicted in Fig. 5
include a local area network (LAN) 964 and a wide area network (WAN) 966. Such networking environments are com-
monplace in offices, enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets and the Internet and may particularly be encrypted.
[0144] When used in a LAN networking environment, the computing environment 920 may be connected to the LAN
964 through a network I/O 968. When used in a WAN networking environment, the computing environment 920 may
include a modem 970 or other means for establishing communications over the WAN 966. The modem 970, which may
be internal or external to computing environment 920, is connected to the system bus 926 via the serial port interface
952. In a networked environment, program modules depicted relative to the computing environment 920, or portions
thereof, may be stored in a remote memory storage device resident on or accessible to remote computer 962. Furthermore
other data relevant to the method for optimization of evaluation of a policy (described above) may be resident on or
accessible via the remote computer 962. It will be appreciated that the network connections shown are exemplary and
other means of establishing a communications link between the electronic devices may be used.
[0145] The above-described computing system is only one example of the type of computing system that may be used
to implement the method for optimization of evaluation of a policy.

Applicant: SAP AG
"Computer-Implemented Method, Computer System, And Computer Program Product for Optimization Of Evaluation
Of A Policy Specification"
Our Ref.: S 9625EU - ds / spr

[0146] List of Reference Numerals

100 evaluation engine
110 obligations service
120 policy enforcement module
130 policy decision module
140 context handler
150 policy information module
160 policy administration module
S1 receiving of a request
S2 processing of a request
S3 construction of a request context
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S4 retrieval of attributes
S51, S52, S53 request for attributes
S6 retrieval of policies
S7 authorization
S81, S82, S83 processing of a response
200 policy specification
201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215 nodes representing policy sets, policies, rules of a policy specification in a tree repre-

sentation of the policy specification
201, 203 policy
202 policy set
204 policy combination algorithm
205, 207, 215 rule
206 target of a policy set
208 rule set
209 target of a rule
210, 212 rule combination algorithm
211, 217 effect of a rule
213 target of a policy
300 method for transforming a tree into a similar tree
302 to 320 steps of the method 300
400 tree representation of a policy specification
410 to 490 tree representations of a policy specification during different processing steps of the

method 300
500 minimum cost tree
920 conventional computing environment
922 processing unit
924 system memory
926 system bus
928 random access memory (RAM)
930 read only memory (ROM)
932 hard disk drive
934 external disk drive
936 removable disk
938 hard disk drive interface
940 external disk drive interface
944 one or more application programs
946 program data
948 keyboard
950 mouse
952 serial port interface
954 parallel port interface
956 printer
958 monitor
960 video input/output
962 remote computer
964 local area network (LAN)
966 wide area network (WAN)
968 network I/O
970 a modem

Claims

1. Computer-implemented method for optimization of evaluation of a policy specification (200), the method comprising:

receiving the policy specification (200) represented as a tree (400), the tree (400) comprising a set of nodes V
(201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215);
determining a visiting history of the tree (400), wherein the visiting history is determined by computing a density
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for each node v in the set of nodes V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215), wherein the density is determined by a
relationship between a position of a node v∈V in the tree (400) and a frequency F(v) in which the node v is visited;
transforming the tree (400) with respect to the visiting history into a similar tree (500) such that sibling nodes
(201, 203 and 205, 207, 215) in the subset of the plurality of nodes (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215) are sorted
in decreasing order according to their density such that sibling nodes being more frequently visited than others
are placed earlier in the tree with regard to a depth first traverse order of the tree;
wherein the transforming of the tree (400) with respect to the visiting history into the similar tree (500) comprises:

- initializing (302) the tree (400), wherein the initializing (302) comprises:

-- setting a size of each subtree st(v) of each node v∈V of the tree (400) to zero;
-- setting the frequency F(v) at which each node v∈V in each subtree st(v) rooted at node v is visited
to zero; and
-- setting a set of nodes S denoting all nodes of the similar tree (500) to an empty set ε;

- if the set of nodes V of the tree (400) is not empty (304), performing for each node v∈V of the tree (400)
the following steps:

-- increasing (306) the size of the subtree st(v) of v by one;
-- increasing the frequency F(v) at which each node n of the subtree st(v) is visited by a frequency f(v)
at which the node v has been visited;
-- determining whether the node v is a root v0 of the tree (400);
-- if the node v is not the root v0 of the tree (400):

--- increasing (310) a size of a subtree |st(u)| of all ancestor nodes u of node v by one;
--- determining (312) whether a frequency f(v) of the node v is unequal to zero;
--- if the frequency f(v) of the node v is unequal to zero:

---- traversing (314), for each ancestor node u of the node v a frequency F(u) in which the
nodes u in a corresponding subtree st(u) rooted at node u are visited; and
---- increasing the frequency F(u) by the frequency f(v);

--- if the frequency f(v) is equal to zero, remove (316) v from V and insert v into the set of nodes S;

-- if the node v is the root v0 of the tree (400) removing (316) v from V and inserting v into the set of
nodes S of the similar tree (500);

- if the set of nodes V is empty:

-- computing (318) the density for each node v of the set of nodes V by dividing the frequency F(v) in
which each node n in the subtree st(v) rooted at node v is visited by a size of the subtree |st(v)|; and
-- sorting (320) the sibling nodes of the similar tree (500) such that all sibling nodes are ordered in
descending order according to their density.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein a relationship between at least one policy (201) and at least one rule (205,
207) of said policy (201) in the policy specification (200) is maintained in the similar tree (500).

3. Method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein a relationship between at least one policy set (202)
and at least one policy (201, 203) of said policy set (202) in the policy specification (200) is maintained in the similar
tree (500).

4. Method according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

refreshing the visiting history automatically after a time stamp is exceeded; and
transforming the tree (400) with respect to said refreshed visiting history.

5. Method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the policy specification (400) is implemented in XACML.
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6. Computer program product comprising computer readable instructions, which when loaded and run in a computer
and/or computer network system, causes the computer system and/or the computer network system to perform
operations according to a method of any one of the preceding claims.

7. Computer system for optimization of evaluation of a policy specification (200), the system comprising a component
operable to:

receive the policy specification (200) represented as a tree (400), the tree (400) comprising a set of nodes V
(201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215);
determine a visiting history of the tree (400), wherein the visiting history is determined by computing a density
for each node v in the set of nodes V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215), wherein the density is determined by a
relationship between a position of a node v∈V in the tree (400) and a frequency F(v) in which the node v is visited;
transform the tree (400) with respect to the visiting history into a similar tree (500) such that sibling nodes (201,
203 and 205, 207, 215) in the subset of the plurality of nodes (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215) are sorted in
decreasing order according to their density such that sibling nodes being more frequently visited than others
are placed earlier in the tree with regard to a depth first traverse order of the tree; wherein the transforming of
the tree (400) with respect to the visiting history into the similar tree (500) comprises:

- initializing (302) the tree (400), wherein the initializing (302) comprises:

-- setting a size of each subtree st(v) of each node v∈V of the tree (400) to zero;
-- setting the frequency F(v) at which each node v∈V in each subtree st(v) rooted at node v is visited
to zero; and
-- setting a set of nodes S denoting all nodes of the similar tree (500) to an empty set ε;

- if the set of nodes V of the tree (400) is not empty (304), performing for each node v∈V of the tree (400)
the following steps:

-- increasing (306) the size of the subtree st(v) of v by one;
-- increasing the frequency F(v) at which each of node n of the subtree st(v) is visited by a frequency
f(v) at which the node v has been visited;
-- determining whether the node v is a root v0 of the tree (400);
-- if the node v is not the root v0 of the tree (400):

--- increasing (310) a size of a subtree |st(u)| of all ancestor nodes u of node v by one;
--- determining (312) whether a frequency f(v) of the node v is unequal to zero;
--- if the frequency f(v) of the node v is unequal to zero:

---- traversing (314), for each ancestor node u of the node v a frequency F(u) in which the
nodes u in a corresponding subtree st(u) rooted at node u are visited; and
---- increasing the frequency F(u) by the frequency f(v);

--- if the frequency f(v) is equal to zero, remove (316) v from V and insert v into the set of nodes S;

-- if the node v is the root v0 of the tree (400) removing (316) v from V and inserting v into the set of
nodes S of the similar tree (500);

- if the set of nodes V is empty:

-- computing (318) the density for each node v of the set of nodes V by dividing the frequency F(v) in
which each node n in the subtree st(v) rooted at node v is visited by a size of the subtree |st(v)|; and
-- sorting (320) the sibling nodes of the similar tree (500) such that all sibling nodes are ordered in
descending order according to their density.

8. System according to claim 7, wherein a relationship between at least one policy (201) and at least one rule (205,
207) of said policy (201) in the policy specification (200) is maintained in the similar tree (500).

9. System according to any one of claims 7 to 8, wherein a relationship between at least one policy set (202) and at
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least one policy (201, 203) of said policy set (202) in the policy specification (200) is maintained in the similar tree (500).

10. System according to any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein the component is further operable to:

refresh the visiting history automatically after a time stamp is exceeded; and
transform the tree (400) with respect to said refreshed visiting history.

11. System according to any one of claims 7 to 10, wherein the policy specification (400) is implemented in XACML.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein computerimplementiertes Verfahren zur Optimierung der Beurteilung einer Richtlinienspezifikation (200), wobei
das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

empfangen der Richtlinienspezifikation (200) in der Gestalt eines Baums (400), wobei der Baum (400) eine
Menge an Knoten V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215) umfasst;
bestimmen eines Besuchsverlaufs des Baums (400), wobei der Besuchsverlauf bestimmt wird, indem eine
Dichte für jeden Knoten v in der Knotenmenge V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215) berechnet wird, wobei die
Dichte durch ein Verhältnis einer Position eines Knotens v ∈ V im Baum (400) zu einer Frequenz F(v) bestimmt
wird, in dem der Knoten v besucht wird;
transformieren des Baums (400) bezüglich des Besuchsverlaufs in einen ähnlichen Baum (500), sodass Ge-
schwisterknoten (201, 203 und 205, 207, 215) in der Teilmenge aus der Vielzahl an Knoten (201, 202, 203,
205, 207, 215) in absteigender Reihenfolge in Bezug auf ihre Dichte sortiert werden, sodass Geschwisterknoten,
die öfter besucht werden als andere Knoten, im Baum früher angeordnet werden in Bezug auf ein Durchlaufen
des Baums durch Tiefensuche;
wobei die Transformation des Baumes (400) bezüglich des Besuchsverlaufs in den ähnlichen Baum (500)
Folgendes umfasst:

- initialisieren (302) des Baums (400), wobei das Initialisieren (302) Folgendes umfasst:

-- setzen der Größe von jedem Teilbaum st(v) eines jeden Knotens v ∈ V des Baums (400) auf null;
-- setzen der Frequenz F(v), mit der jeder Knoten v ∈ V in jedem am Knoten v verwurzelten Teilbaum
st(v) besucht wird, auf null; und
-- setzen einer Menge an Knoten S, die alle Knoten des ähnlichen Baums (500) bezeichnet, als leere
Menge ε;

- falls die Menge an Knoten V des Baums (400) nicht leer ist (304), durchführen der folgenden Schritte für
jeden Knoten v ∈ V des Baums (400):

-- anheben (306) der Größe des Teilbaums st(v) von v um eins;
-- anheben der Frequenz F(v), mit der jeder der Knoten n des Teilbaums st(v) besucht worden ist, um
die Frequenz f(v), mit der der Knoten v besucht worden ist;
-- bestimmen, ob der Knoten v die Wurzel v0 des Baums (400) ist;
-- falls der Knoten v nicht die Wurzel v0 des Baums (400) ist:

--- anheben (310) einer Größe eines Teilbaums |st(u)| aller Vorgängerknoten u des Knotens v um
eins;
bestimmen (312), ob eine Frequenz f(v) des Knotens v ungleich null ist;
--- falls die Frequenz f(v) des Knotens v ungleich null ist:

---- durchlaufen (314), für jeden Vorgängerknoten u des Knotens v, einer Frequenz F(u), mit
der die Knoten u in einem entsprechenden Teilbaum st(u), der am Knoten u verwurzelt ist,
besucht werden; und
---- anheben der Frequenz F(u) um die Frequenz f(v);

--- falls die Frequenz f(v) gleich null ist, v aus V entfernen (316) und v in die Knotenmenge S einfügen;
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-- falls der Knoten v die Wurzel v0 des Baums (400) ist, v aus V entferne (316) und v in die Knotenmenge
S des ähnlichen Baums (500) einfügen;

- falls die Menge an Knoten V leer ist:

-- berechnen (318) der Dichte für jeden Knoten v aus der Knotenmenge V, indem die Frequenz F(v),
mit der jeder Knoten n im Teilbaum st(v), der am Knoten v verwurzelt ist, besucht wird, durch eine
Größe des Teilbaums |st(v)| dividiert wird; und
-- sortieren (320) der Geschwisterknoten des ähnlichen Baums (500), sodass alle Geschwisterknoten
in absteigender Reihenfolge in Bezug auf ihre Dichte geordnet werden.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Verhältnis zwischen mindestens einer Richtlinie (201) und mindestens einer
Regel (205, 207) der genannten Richtlinie (201) in der Richtlinienspezifikation (200) im ähnlichen Baum (500)
beibehalten wird.

3. Verfahren nach irgendeinem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein Verhältnis zwischen mindestens einer
Richtlinienmenge (202) und mindestens einer Richtlinie (201, 203) der genannten Richtlinienmenge (202) in der
Richtlinienspezifikation (200) im ähnlichen Baum (500) beibehalten wird.

4. Verfahren nach irgendeinem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, das des Weiteren Folgendes umfasst:

automatisches Aktualisieren (refreshing) des Besuchsverlaufs, nachdem ein Zeitstempel überschritten worden
ist; und
transformieren des Baums (400) in Bezug auf den genannten aktualisierten Besuchsverlauf.

5. Verfahren nach irgendeinem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Richtlinienspezifikation (400) in XACML
implementiert wird.

6. Computerprogrammprodukt, das computerlesbare Anweisungen umfasst, die, wenn sie in einen Computer und/oder
Computemetzwerksystem geladen und dort ausgeführt werden, den Computer und/oder das Computernetzwerk-
system dazu bringen, Operationen entsprechend einem Verfahren nach irgendeinem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che durchzuführen.

7. Computersystem zur Optimierung der Beurteilung einer Richtlinienspezifikation (200), wobei das System eine Kom-
ponente umfasst, die dazu betriebsbereit ist, Folgendens zu tun:

empfangen der Richtlinienspezifikation (200) in der Gestalt eines Baums (400), wobei der Baum (400) eine
Menge an Knoten V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215) umfasst;
bestimmen eines Besuchsverlaufs des Baums (400), wobei der Besuchsverlauf bestimmt wird, indem eine
Dichte für jeden Knoten v in der Knotenmenge V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215) berechnet wird, wobei die
Dichte durch ein Verhältnis einer Position eines Knotens v ∈ V im Baum (400) zu einer Frequenz F(v) bestimmt
wird, in dem der Knoten v besucht wird;
transformieren des Baums (400) bezüglich des Besuchsverlaufs in einen ähnlichen Baum (500), sodass Ge-
schwisterknoten (201, 203 und 205, 207, 215) in der Teilmenge aus der Vielzahl an Knoten (201, 202, 203,
205, 207, 215) in absteigender Reihenfolge in Bezug auf ihre Dichte sortiert werden, sodass Geschwisterknoten,
die öfter besucht werden als andere Knoten, im Baum früher angeordnet werden in Bezug auf ein Durchlaufen
des Baums durch Tiefensuche;
wobei die Transformation des Baumes (400) bezüglich des Besuchsverlaufs in den ähnlichen Baum (500)
Folgendes umfasst:

- initialisieren (302) des Baums (400), wobei das Initialisieren (302) Folgendes umfasst:

-- setzen der Größe von jedem Teilbaum st(v) eines jeden Knotens v ∈ V des Baums (400) auf null;
-- setzen der Frequenz F(v), mit der jeder Knoten v ∈ V in jedem am Knoten v verwurzelten Teilbaum
st(v) besucht wird, auf null; und
-- setzen einer Menge an Knoten S, die alle Knoten des ähnlichen Baums (500) bezeichnet, als leere
Menge ε ;
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- falls die Menge an Knoten V des Baums (400) nicht leer ist (304), durchführen der folgenden Schritte für
jeden Knoten v ∈ V des Baums (400):

-- anheben (306) der Größe des Teilbaums st(v) von v um eins;
-- anheben der Frequenz F(v), mit der jeder der Knoten n des Teilbaums st(v) besucht worden ist, um
eine Frequenz f(v), mit der der Knoten v besucht worden ist;
-- bestimmen, ob der Knoten v die Wurzel v0 des Baums (400) ist;
-- falls der Knoten v nicht die Wurzel v0 des Baums (400) ist:

--- anheben (310) einer Größe eines Teilbaums |st(u)| aller Vorgängerknoten u des Knotens v um
eins;
bestimmen (312), ob eine Frequenz f(v) des Knotens v ungleich null ist;
--- falls die Frequenz f(v) des Knotens v ungleich null ist:

---- durchlaufen (314), für jeden Vorgängerknoten u des Knotens v einer Frequenz F(u), mit
der die Knoten u in einem entsprechenden Teilbaum st(u), der am Knoten u verwurzelt ist,
besucht werden; und
---- anheben der Frequenz F(u) um die Frequenz f(v);

--- falls die Frequenz f(v) des Knotens v gleich null ist, v aus V entfernen (316) und v in die Kno-
tenmenge S einfügen;

-- falls der Knoten v die Wurzel v0 des Baums (400) ist, v aus V entferne (316) und v in die Knotenmenge
S des ähnlichen Baums (500) einfügen;

- falls die Menge an Knoten V leer ist:

-- berechnen (318) der Dichte für jeden Knoten v aus der Knotenmenge V, indem die Frequenz F(v),
mit der jeder Knoten n im Teilbaum st(v), der am Knoten v verwurzelt ist, besucht wird, durch eine
Größe des Teilbaums |st(v)| dividiert wird; und
-- sortieren (320) der Geschwisterknoten des ähnlichen Baums (500), sodass alle Geschwisterknoten
in absteigender Reihenfolge in Bezug auf ihre Dichte geordnet werden.

8. System nach Anspruch 7,
wobei ein Verhältnis zwischen mindestens einer Richtlinie (201) und mindestens einer Regel (205, 207) der ge-
nannten Richtlinie (201) in der Richtlinienspezifikation (200) im ähnlichen Baum (500) beibehalten wird.

9. System nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche von 7 bis 8, wobei ein Verhältnis zwischen mindestens einer Richtlinien-
menge (202) und mindestens einer Richtlinie (201, 203) der genannten Richtlinienmenge (202) in der Richtlinien-
spezifikation (200) im ähnlichen Baum (500) beibehalten wird.

10. System nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche von 7 bis 9, wobei die Komponente des Weiteren dazu betriebsbereit ist,
Folgendes zu tun:

automatisches Aktualisieren (refreshing) des Besuchsverlaufs, nachdem ein Zeitstempel überschritten worden
ist; und
transformieren des Baums (400) in Bezug auf den genannten aktualisierten Besuchsverlauf.

11. System nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche von 7 bis 10, wobei die Richtlinienspezifikation (400) in XACML imple-
mentiert wird.

Revendications

1. Un procédé implémenté par ordinateur pour optimiser l’évaluation d’une spécification de politique ou plutôt de
principes directeurs (200), le procédé comprenant le fait de :

recevoir la spécification de politique (200) représentée sous forme d’arbre (400), l’arbre (400) comprenant un
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ensemble de noeuds V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215);
déterminer un historique de visite de l’arbre (400), sachant que l’historique de visite est déterminé en calculant
une densité pour chaque noeud v dans l’ensemble de noeuds V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215), sachant que
la densité est déterminée par une relation entre une position d’un noeud v ∈ V dans l’arbre (400) et une fréquence
F(v) avec laquelle le noeud v est visité ;
transformer l’arbre (400) par rapport à l’historique de visite en un arbre similaire (500) de manière que des
noeuds apparentés (201, 203 et 205, 207, 215) dans le sous-ensemble de la pluralité de noeuds V (201, 202,
203, 205, 207, 215) soient classés par ordre décroissant selon leur densité de manière que les noeuds appa-
rentés étant visités plus fréquemment que d’autres soient placés plus haut (earlier) dans l’arbre dans le cadre
d’un ordre de parcours en profondeur ;
sachant que le fait de transformer l’arbre (400) par rapport à l’historique de visite dans l’arbre similaire (500)
comprend le fait de :

- initialiser (302) l’arbre (400), sachant que le fait d’initialiser (302) comprend le fait de :

-- fixer à zéro la taille de chaque sous-arbre st(v) de chaque noeud v ∈ V de l’arbre (400) ;
-- fixer à zéro la fréquence F(v) avec laquelle chaque noeud v ∈ V dans chaque sous-arbre st(v) dont
la racine se trouve au noeud v est visité ; et
-- fixer un ensemble de noeuds S dénotant tous les noeuds de l’arbre similaire (500) à une ensemble
vide ε ;

- si l’ensemble de noeuds V de l’arbre (400) n’est pas vide (304), effectuer pour chaque noeud v ∈ V de
l’arbre (400) les étapes suivantes :

-- agrandir (306) de un la taille du sous-arbre st(v) de v;
-- augmenter la fréquence F(v) avec laquelle chaque noeud n du sous-arbre st(v) est visité d’une
fréquence f(v) avec laquelle le noeud v a été visité ;
-- déterminer si le noeud v est la racine v0 de l’arbre (400) ;
-- si le noeud v n’est pas la racine v0 de l’arbre (400) :

--- agrandir (310) de un la taille d’un sous-arbre |st(u)| de tous les noeuds ancêtres u du noeud v ;
--- déterminer (312) si une fréquence f(v) du noeud v n’est pas égale à zéro ;
--- si la fréquence f(v) du noeud v n’est pas égale à zéro :

---- parcourir (314), pour chaque noeud ancêtre u du noeud v, une fréquence F(u) avec laquelle
les noeuds u dans un sous-arbre st(u) correspondant enraciné auprès du noeud u sont visités ;
et
---- augmenter la fréquence F(u) en ajoutant la fréquence f(v) ;

--- si la fréquence f(v) du noeud v est égale à zéro, enlever (316) v de V et insérer v dans l’ensemble
de noeuds S ;

-- si le noeud v est la racine v0 de l’arbre (400), enlever (316) v de V et insérer v dans l’ensemble de
noeuds S de l’arbre similaire (500) ;

- si l’ensemble de noeuds V est vide :

-- calculer (318) la densité pour chaque noeud v de l’ensemble de noeuds V en divisant la fréquence
F(v), avec laquelle chaque noeud n du sous-arbre st(v) enraciné auprès du noeud v est visité, par la
taille du sous-arbre|st(v)| ; et
-- classer (320) les noeuds apparentés de l’arbre similaire (500) de manière que sous les noeuds
apparentés soient classés par ordre décroissant selon leur densité.

2. Procédé d’après la revendication 1, sachant qu’une relation entre au moins un principe directeur (201) et au moins
une règle (205, 207) dudit principe directeur (201) dans la spécification de principes directeurs (200) est gardée
dans l’arbre similaire (500).

3. Procédé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant qu’une relation entre au moins un ensemble de
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principes directeurs (202) et au moins un principe directeur (201, 203) dudit ensemble de principes directeurs (202)
dans la spécification de principes directeurs (200) est gardée dans l’arbre similaire (500).

4. Procédé d’après une des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre le fait de :

mettre à jour automatiquement l’historique des visites après qu’un horodatage a été dépassé ; et
transformer l’arbre (400) à l’égard dudit l’historique des visites mis à jour.

5. Procédé d’après une des revendications précédentes, sachant que la spécification de principes directeurs (400)
est mise en oeuvre en XACML.

6. Produit programme informatique comprenant des instructions lisibles par ordinateur, lesquelles, quand elles sont
chargées et exécutées dans un ordinateur et/ou dans un système de réseau informatique, amènent l’ordinateur
et/ou le système de réseau informatique à effectuer des opérations conformément à un procédé d’après une des
revendications précédentes.

7. Système informatique pour optimiser l’évaluation d’une spécification de politique ou plutôt de principes directeurs
(200), le système comprenant une composante pouvant être utilisée pour :

recevoir la spécification de politique (200) représentée sous forme d’arbre (400), l’arbre (400) comprenant un
ensemble de noeuds V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215) ;
déterminer un historique de visite de l’arbre (400), sachant que l’historique de visite est déterminé en calculant
une densité pour chaque noeud v dans l’ensemble de noeuds V (201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 215), sachant que
la densité est déterminée par une relation entre une position d’un noeud v ∈ V dans l’arbre (400) et une fréquence
F(v) avec laquelle le noeud v est visité ;
transformer l’arbre (400) à l’égard de l’historique de visite en un arbre similaire . (500) de manière que des
noeuds apparentés (201, 203 et 205, 207, 215) dans le sous-ensemble de la pluralité de noeuds (201, 202,
203, 205, 207, 215) soient classés par ordre décroissant selon leur densité de manière que les noeuds appa-
rentés étant visités plus fréquemment que d’autres soient placés plus haut (earlier) dans l’arbre dans le cadre
d’un ordre de parcours en profondeur ;
sachant que le fait de transformer l’arbre (400) par rapport à l’historique de visite en un arbre similaire (500)
comprend le fait de :

- initialiser (302) l’arbre (400), sachant que le fait d’initialiser (302) comprend le fait de :

-- fixer à zéro la taille de chaque sous-arbre st(v) de chaque noeud v ∈ V de l’arbre (400) ;
-- fixer à zéro la fréquence F(v) avec laquelle chaque noeud v ∈ V dans chaque sous-arbre st(v) dont
la racine se trouve au noeud v est visité ; et
-- fixer un ensemble de noeuds S dénotant tous les noeuds de l’arbre similaire (500) à une ensemble
vide ε ;

- si l’ensemble de noeuds V de l’arbre (400) n’est pas vide (304), effectuer pour chaque noeud v ∈ V de
l’arbre (400) les étapes suivantes :

-- agrandir (306) de un la taille du sous-arbre st(v) de v;
-- augmenter la fréquence F(v) avec laquelle chaque noeud n du sous-arbre st(v) est visité d’une
fréquence f(v) avec laquelle le noeud v a été visité ;
-- déterminer si le noeud v est une racine v0 de l’arbre (400) ;
-- si le noeud v n’est pas la racine v0 de l’arbre (400) :

--- agrandir (310) de un la taille d’un sous-arbre |st(u)| de tous les noeuds ancêtres u du noeud v ;
--- déterminer (312) si une fréquence f(v) du noeud v n’est pas égale à zéro ;
--- si la fréquence f(v) du noeud v n’est pas égale à zéro :

---- parcourir (314), pour chaque noeud ancêtre u du noeud v, une fréquence F(u) avec laquelle
les noeuds u dans un sous-arbre st(u) correspondant enraciné auprès du noeud u sont visités ;
et
---- augmenter la fréquence F(u) en ajoutant la fréquence f(v) ;
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--- si la fréquence f(v) du noeud v est égale à zéro, enlever (316) v de V et insérer v dans l’ensemble
de noeuds S ;

-- si le noeud v est la racine v0 de l’arbre (400), enlever (316) v de V et insérer v dans l’ensemble de
noeuds S de l’arbre similaire (500) ;

- si l’ensemble de noeuds V est vide :

-- calculer (318) la densité pour chaque noeud v de l’ensemble de noeuds V en divisant la fréquence
F(v), avec laquelle chaque noeud n du sous-arbre st(v) enraciné auprès du noeud v est visité, par la
taille du sous-arbre |st(v)| ; et
-- classer (320) les noeuds apparentés de l’arbre similaire (500) de manière que tous les noeuds
apparentés soient classés par ordre décroissant selon leur densité.

8. Système d’après la revendication 7, sachant qu’une relation entre au moins un principe directeur (201) et au moins
une règle (205, 207) dudit principe directeur (201) dans la spécification de principes directeurs (200) est gardée
dans l’arbre similaire (500).

9. Système d’après une des revendications de 7 à 8, sachant qu’une relation entre au moins un ensemble de principes
directeurs (202) et au moins un principe directeur (201, 203) dudit ensemble de principes directeurs (202) dans la
spécification de principes directeurs (200) est gardée dans l’arbre similaire (500).

10. Système d’après une des revendications de 7 à 9, sachant que la composante est en outre utilisable pour :

mettre à jour automatiquement l’historique des visites après qu’un horodatage a été dépassé ; et
transformer l’arbre (400) à l’égard de l’historique des visites mis à jour.

11. Système d’après une des revendications de 7 à 10, sachant que la spécification de principes directeurs (400) est
mise en oeuvre en XACML.
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